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[1] On 14 July 2005, Cassini passed within 175 km of Enceladus’ surface enabling a
direct in situ measurement of water escaping from the surface by the Ion and Neutral Mass
Spectrometer (INMS) and the observation of a stellar occultation by the Ultraviolet
Spectrometer (UVIS). We have developed a three-dimensional, Monte Carlo neutral
model to simultaneously model the INMS and UVIS measurements of water gas density
and column density, respectively. The data are consistent with a two-component
atmosphere; the first with a weak, distributed source on the surface which, if global, has a
source rate of �8 � 1025 H2O/s, and the second with a much larger source localized at the
south pole with a source rate �1028 H2O/s. This latter source is possibly coincident
with the ‘‘tiger stripe’’ series of fractures revealed by the Imaging Science Subsystem
instrument where the ice was measured to be warmer than the surrounding regions by the
Composite Infrared Spectrometer instrument. We estimate the plasma mass loading rate
due to interaction between the plume and magnetospheric plasma is 2–3 kg/s for a
plume source of 1028 H2O/s. Pickup of water group ions in the plume slows down the
plasma to �10 km/s relative to Enceladus in the region of, and downstream of, the south
polar plume. This is consistent with the mass loading rate inferred from magnetic field
perturbations detected during the Cassini flyby and suggests an additional source may be
needed to explain the plasma flow deflections detected by the Cassini Plasma
Spectrometer.
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1. Introduction

[2] The discovery of active volcanism at the small icy
moon Enceladus has been one of the great unexpected
discoveries of the Cassini/Huygens mission to Saturn.
Although it was known from Earth-based observations that
Saturn’s inner magnetosphere is dominated by water group
neutrals associated with the icy satellites (as reviewed by
Richardson [1998]), and the principle source of these
neutrals had been shown to be close to the orbit of
Enceladus [Jurac et al., 2002], the dramatic nature of the
water source was a great surprise. In this paper we examine
the strength of the water gas source at Enceladus and
estimate the effect of the Enceladus plume on the magne-
tospheric plasma.
[3] The first confirmed detection of water dissociation

products in Saturn’s magnetosphere was made by Shemansky
et al. [1993], who detected a neutral OH cloud using the
‘‘Hubble Space Telescope’’ (HST). Follow-up observations

[Hall et al., 1996] confirmed the presence of a substantial
OH cloud with peak densities �700 cm�3 located at
�4.5 Saturnian radii (RSat) from Saturn, just outside of the
orbit of Enceladus at 4 RSat. Richardson et al. [1998]
developed a two-dimensional model of the neutral distribu-
tion based on these observations. They describe an azimuth-
ally symmetric OH cloud with density in the equatorial plane
greater than 5 cm�3 between 1.5 and 11.5 RSat. Subsequent
HST observations and modeling showed that the principle
source was close to the orbit of Enceladus [Jurac et al., 2002;
Jurac and Richardson, 2005]. Recently, Johnson et al.
[2006] have shown that this cloud forms from charge
exchange between molecules in a narrow H2O neutral torus
centered at Enceladus and water product ions in the sub-
corotating magnetospheric plasma.
[4] Models of the expected sputtering rates from the icy

satellites [e.g., Shi et al., 1995; Jurac et al., 2001] lead to the
conclusion that satellite sputtering by magnetospheric ions
and solar UV photons is an insufficient source mechanism by
an order of magnitude. In addition, micrometeorite impact
erosion of the main rings [Pospieszalska and Johnson , 1991]
produced a cloud with the incorrect spatial morphology.
Jurac et al. [2002] proposed a model suggested earlier by
Johnson et al. [1989] in which the principle source was
sputtering of small ice grains coorbiting with Enceladus.
Jurac and Richardson [2005] extended the work by
Richardson et al. [1998] and Jurac et al. [2002], finding a
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source strength of �1028 molecules/s is required to explain
the observations, an order of magnitude larger than previous
estimates. In addition, the principal source region was found
to be in the region of Enceladus’ orbit.
[5] Predictions for mass loading of the plasma near

Enceladus were made by Sittler et al. [2004] and Saur
and Strobel [2005]. Sittler et al. [2004], using the sputtered
neutral atmosphere calculated by Jurac et al. [2001],
estimated the ion pickup that would be observed by Cassini
Plasma Spectrometer (CAPS) during targeted flybys of
Enceladus and Dione. Their sputtering model predicted a
neutral surface density of a few times 105 cm�3 at each
satellite, with pickup ion densities of �2 and �1 cm�3 at
Enceladus and Dione, respectively. On the basis of calcu-
lated sputtering rates [Jurac et al., 2001] and estimates of the
plasma conditions measured by Voyager, Saur and Strobel
[2005] predicted a surface column density at Enceladus of
6 � 1011 cm�2 with negligible ion production and mass
loading. Each of these studies expected an extremely
tenuous atmosphere with little detectable effect on the
plasma signatures. Therefore it was a surprise when the
Cassini Magnetometer (MAG) detected the bending of field
lines near Enceladus because of the interaction with freshly
created pickup ions [Dougherty et al., 2006; Kivelson,
2006], and Smith et al. [2005] noted that the region near
Enceladus’ L shell appeared to be a source of nitrogen.
[6] To further understand the nature of the sources at

Enceladus, Cassini made a close encounter on 14 July 2005
passing within 175 km of the surface. Observations by
multiple instruments confirmed the presence of a strong
source of water at the south pole of Enceladus.
[7] Direct observations of water vapor (as opposed to

water ice grains or dust in the plume) were made by the Ion
and Neutral Mass Spectrometer (INMS) [Waite et al., 2006]
and Ultraviolet Spectrometer (UVIS) [Hansen et al., 2006].
Several features apparent in these data suggest a nonuni-
form source of water escaping from Enceladus. First, as
noted by Waite et al. [2006], the peak in water density is not
at the closest point to the surface along the Cassini flyby
trajectory. The water cloud, therefore, is not symmetric
about Enceladus as would be expected for a uniform source.

The peak is, however, symmetric about the south pole. The
maximum density is coincident with the closest approach to
the south pole, suggesting a source located there. Second,
the peak density appears in the data as an order of
magnitude spike on top of a slowly increasing background
cloud with respect to the center of Enceladus. The full
width half maximum of this peak is �30 s, during which
time Cassini traveled �250 km. This is roughly the
resolution limit of INMS near closest approach and is
therefore qualitatively consistent with the narrow plumes
observed by Imaging Science Subsystem (ISS) [Porco et al.,
2006].
[8] The path of the Cassini trajectory relative to the

surface of Enceladus is shown in Figure 1. The farthest
south the spacecraft footprint reached was �57� latitude.
The closest approach to the satellite occurred over the point
�23� latitude and 326� west longitude. The maximum water
densities were measured near the southernmost part of the
flyby. If the plume is confined to the south polar region,
then the spacecraft did not fly directly over the source
region, although molecules ejected tangentially to the sur-
face could intersect the spacecraft trajectory.
[9] Cassini has twice had the proper trajectory to observe

stars as they were occulted by Enceladus [Hansen et al.,
2006]. Measurements with UVIS’ high-speed photometer
and far ultraviolet spectrograph were designed to detect
both the attenuation and absorption signatures of atmo-
spheric constituents. The first occultation on 17 February
2005 of the star l Scorpii showed no evidence of an
atmosphere. The second occultation, however, of g Orionis
on 14 July 2005, showed water absorption lines during the
stellar ingress. Neither attenuation nor water absorption
were detected after egress. The ingress during this occulta-
tion occurred near Enceladus’ south pole at a latitude of
�76� and because of the observing geometry, measured
material even closer to the pole. The other three surface
intercept points were closer to the equator. The column
density of water over the south pole as reported by Hansen
et al. [2006] drops off �r�3.1, significantly faster than the
r�1 dependence expected for a nongravitationally bound
exosphere escaping from the surface. This implies that the

Figure 1. Map of Enceladus’ surface showing the subspacecraft position during the 14 July 2005 flyby
(blue), the location of the INMS peak water density (black), and the ingress and egress points for the two
stellar occultations observed by UVIS (red).
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stellar occultation measured a slice through a spatially
nonuniform plume or that a significant fraction of the water
vapor is gravitationally bound to Enceladus and returns to
the surface.
[10] The injection of a large number of neutral atoms into

the magnetosphere affects the ambient plasma and the
magnetic field. Ionization of water molecules and charge
exchange between H2O and magnetospheric ions create
fresh ions which are picked up by the magnetosphere. Both
the CAPS [Tokar et al., 2006] and MAG [Dougherty et al.,
2006] experiments detected mass loading through the
effects of ion pickup. CAPS detected strong deflections in
the plasma flow within 27 REn from the satellite. On the
basis of the perturbation to the flow, a mass loading rate of
100 kg/s has been inferred [Tokar et al., 2006; Pontius and
Hill, 2006]. The magnetometer measured the draping of
field lines caused by interaction with the south polar plume.
A mass loading rate of �2 kg/s is sufficient to explain
the magnitude of the magnetic signature [Khurana et al.,
2007].

2. Modeling the Water Distribution Near
Enceladus

[11] We use a Monte Carlo model [Burger, 2003; Burger
and Johnson, 2004] to understand the nature of the water
vapor measured by Cassini. Packets are ejected from the
surface with specified velocity and spatial distributions. The
motion of each packet is followed under the influence of
gravity from Saturn and Enceladus; the influence of the
other satellites is negligible on the relevant timescales. The
content of packets are decreased through interaction with
the magnetospheric plasma as well as dissociation and
ionization by solar UV radiation. Packets are removed from
the simulation when they collide with satellites, Saturn’s
main rings, or Saturn itself.

2.1. Atmospheric Sources

2.1.1. Localized Source
[12] The primary source of water at Enceladus is the

south pole plume. The plume consists of water in both
gaseous and solid states. Since the mechanism responsible
for the plume is not understood, it is difficult to know the
velocity of water vapor at the surface. The available
observations can, however, help to constrain this parameter.
At closest approach, Cassini was �175 km from the surface
of Enceladus, and water was detected at least 1000 km from
the surface. The velocity required to eject a water molecule
upward from the surface of Enceladus to a distance of
1000 km is 225 m/s, slightly less than the escape velocity
of 250 m/s. It seems probable, therefore, that a significant
fraction of water in the plume escapes entirely from
Enceladus. We adopt a Gaussian velocity distribution in
the form

F v; qð Þ / e
� v�vmð Þ2

2s2v cos q ð1Þ

where vm = 500 m/s is the mean velocity, sv = 200 m/s is the
standard deviation of the distribution, and q is the angle
from the surface normal.

[13] The size of the source region is also not well con-
strained. The ‘‘south polar terrain,’’ a region with unusual
albedo and color features showing signs of recent tectonic
activity, is southward of ��55� latitude [Porco et al.,
2006]. This region includes the ‘‘tiger stripes,’’ a family of
roughly parallel features which appear to be the source of
the ice grains. High-resolution temperature data obtained by
the Composite Infrared Spectrometer (CIRS) experiment
show that the tiger stripes are warmer than the surrounding
regions, with temperatures 145 K [Spencer et al., 2006]. In
modeling the water vapor plume, we assume a source which
is uniform over an area centered on the south pole. The size
of the region is a free parameter in modeling the Cassini
data.
2.1.2. Distributed Source
[14] The surface temperature is too low for sublimation of

ice everywhere except for the small, anomalously warm
regions inferred from CIRS data. Sputtering by energetic
ions, however, is a possible mechanism known to produce
distributed and, sometimes global, exospheres around
planets and planetary satellites [Johnson, 1990] as have
been observed at Mercury [Ip, 1986] and Europa [Brown
and Hill, 1996; Hall et al., 1995]. The sputtering rate at
Enceladus has been estimated from pre-Cassini observa-
tions of the energetic particle flux to be �1025 H2O/s
[Jurac et al., 2001], although the satellite sputtering rates
are being revised by Cassini data. The primary sputtered
product depends on the surface temperature; at Enceladus,
the dominant species ejected is H2O with smaller compo-
nents of O2 and H2 [Johnson et al., 2004]. In addition, the
size of the yield depends on the micron-scale surface
structure, so that freshly deposited surfaces have larger
yields than surfaces which contain volatiles other than ice.
Most of the material ejected from Enceladus’ has sufficient
energy to escape the satellite’s gravitational pull and enter
orbit around Saturn.
[15] Laboratory measurements show that the energy

distribution of water molecules sputtered from an icy surface
is given by:

F surface
H2O

E; qð Þ / 2EUH2O

E þ UH2Oð Þ3
cos q ð2Þ

where UH2O
= 0.055 eV is the effective surface binding

energy of H2O, and q is the angle normal to the surface
[Johnson, 1990]. The most probable velocity of the sputter
ejecta is 770 m/s, significantly larger than the escape
velocity from Enceladus (250 m/s). Therefore 99% of the
sputtered water escapes from Enceladus.

2.2. Neutral Loss Processes

[16] CAPS measured the plasma composition in the inner
magnetosphere during Cassini’s insertion orbit (Orbit SOI)
[Young et al., 2005; Sittler et al., 2005a, 2006]. Sittler et al.
[2005b] used these data, combined with Cassini/RPWS
measurements of electron density [Persoon et al., 2005],
to solve the field-aligned force balance equations and
calculate the plasma distribution as a function of magnetic
L shell and latitude. The primary species in the plasma near
Enceladus are protons (H+) and water group ions (O+, OH+,
H2O

+, H3O
+, hereafter W+) with small amounts of O2

+ and N+

[Sittler et al., 2005a]. In the magnetic equatorial plane (which
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is nearly coincident with the rotational equatorial plane since
Saturn’s dipole tilt is negligible), the ambient plasma con-
ditions in the vicinity of Enceladus’ L shell (L = 4), as
modeled by Sittler et al., are ne = 38 cm�3, Te = 1 eV, nH+ =
3 cm�3, TH+ = 3 eV, nW+ = 35 cm�3, and TW+ = 36 eV.
[17] Close to Enceladus, the plasma is slowed because of

the interaction with the water plume. In this region, the
plasma density increases, although the electrons are still
cool. Tokar et al. [2006], using observations from CAPS
and RPWS, determined that the electron density in the
plasma-Enceladus interaction region consists of a cold
component with ne = 70 cm�3 and Te = 1.4 eV, and a hot
component with ne = 0.2 cm�3 and Te = 12.5 eV. Although
the absolute ion abundances have not been determined from
these data, the relative abundances of the major water
group ions are approximately equal. Assuming charge
neutrality in the plasma (ni = ne), and a nW+/nH+ ratio
equal to that far from Enceladus, then nO+ � nOH+ � nH2O

+ �
nH3O

+ �16 cm�3, and nH+ �6 cm�3.
[18] Neutrals escaping from Enceladus are lost through

interactions with magnetospheric plasma and solar UV
photons. Tables 1, 2, and 3 list the ion-neutral (including
charge exchange), electron impact, and photo reactions
included in our model. The individual neutral species are
assumed not to interact. The dominant loss processes are
ion-neutral reactions between escaping neutrals and ambient
plasma ions and photo-dissociation by solar UV radiation.
[19] Ion-neutral reaction rates depend on the relative

velocities of the neutrals and ions in the magnetosphere:

n ¼ sv rð Þni ð3Þ

where n is the reaction rate in s�1, s is the interaction cross
section, ni is the ion density, and v(r) = |vi � vn| is the
relative speed between the ion and neutral species. Assum-
ing that the plasma is rigidly corotating, the ion speed is vi =
Wr where W = 1.62 � 10�4 s�1 [Sánchez-Lavega, 2005] is

Saturn’s rotation rate and r is the cylindrical distance from
Saturn’s rotational axis. At Enceladus, the ion speed is
38.6 km/s. Neutral velocities are tracked in the model, but
for comparison, Enceladus’ orbital speed is 12.6 km/s, and
the speed of the plasma relative to Enceladus is 26.0 km/s.
Johnson et al. [2006] have shown that the presence of
H3O

+ ions in the magnetosphere implies that the flow
velocity near Enceladus must be slower than the magne-
tospheric corotation velocity. This conclusion is consistent
with CAPS observations showing slowing and deflection
of the plasma by the injection of pickup ions [Tokar et al.,
2006]. We estimate the magnitude of the velocity pertur-
bation on the basis of our modeled Enceladus source in
section 3.
[20] Photo-reaction rates are given at 1 AU by Huebner et

al. [1992]. These rates are inversely proportional to the
distance to the sun squared and are constant across the
Saturnian system. In modeling photo processes, we have
assumed the sun is in a ‘‘quiet’’ state. Because the produc-
tion of pickup ions is dominated by charge exchange
processes, solar variability has little effect on the overall
mass loading rate. Although photoionization is not an
important water loss process, photodissociation of H2O to
create neutral OH and H is approximately equal in impor-
tance to ion-neutral reactions, with the rate 1.1 � 10�7 s�1

for the quiet sun. Variations in solar UV flux may affect the
morphology of the neutral water torus, but in the region
close to Enceladus we are interested in here, this difference
is not important.
[21] The ionization and dissociation rates for electron

impact processes are computed by

n ¼ ne � kðTeÞ ð4Þ

where ne is the electron density, and k is the rate coefficient
in cm3 s�1 as a function of the electron temperature Te. The
rate coefficient is determined by

R
s(v) f(v) dv, where f(v) is

Table 1. Ion-Neutral Reaction Cross Sections

Reaction s(15)a s(26)a Source

H+ + H2O ! H + H2O
+ 49 42 Lindsay et al. [1997]

O+ + H2O ! O + H2O
+ 41 36 Dressler et al. [2006]

H2O
+ + H2O ! H2O + H2O

+ 10 8.1 Lishawa et al. [1990]
H2O

+ + H2O ! OH + H3O
+ 5 1.8 Lishawa et al. [1990]

OH+ + H2O ! OH + H2O
+ 10 8.1 Estimate

as(v) = cross section at relative velocity, v km s�1, in Å2.

Table 2. Photo-Reaction Rates at 9.5 AUa

Reaction Rate Coefficient (s�1)b Mass Loading?c

H2O + hn ! OH + H 1.1 � 10�7–2.0 � 10�7 No
H2O + hn ! H2 + O 6.6 � 10�9–1.6 � 10�8 No
H2O + hn ! H + H + O 8.3 � 10�9–2.1 � 10�8 No
H2O + hn ! H2O

+ + e 3.6 � 10�9–9.1 � 10�9 Yes
H2O + hn ! H + OH+ + e 6.1 � 10�10–1.6 � 10�9 Yes
H2O + hn ! H2 + O+ + e 6.4 � 10�11–2.4 � 10�10 Yes
H2O + hn ! OH + H+ + e 1.4 � 10�10–4.5 � 10�10 Yes
H2O + hn ! all reactions 1.3 � 10�7–2.5 � 10�7

H2O + hn ! mass loading reactions 4.4 � 10�9–1.1 � 10�8

aSource, Huebner et al. [1992].
bRange gives variation between ‘‘Quiet Sun’’ and ‘‘Active Sun’’ from Huebner et al. [1992].
cMass-loading reactions are those with an ion as a product.
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a Maxwellian distribution of the measured electron tempera-
ture, and s is the experimentally determined cross section.
Cross sections for electron impact dissociation and ioniza-
tion are reviewed by Itikawa and Mason [2005]. The
dominant reaction is the ionization reaction H2O + e !
H2O

+ + 2e. Despite the fact that the cool component of the
electron distribution function dominates the density, the hot
electrons do most of the ionizing. This is because the
ionization and dissociative ionization cross sections are
negligible for Te < 10 eV and increase rapidly for Te >10 eV.
Because of this hot component, the total electron impact
ionization and dissociative ionization rate is �3 � 10�9 s�1.
The dominant measured dissociation reaction is for the
creation of OH and H in their ground states. The production
of ground state atomic oxygen has not been measured,
although it may be significant since the minimum energy
required for the reaction (5.03 eV) is comparable to that
required for production of OH (5.10 eV).

2.3. Neutral Source Rate

[22] Because the electron and ion densities are small, little
neutral loss occurs in the exosphere of Enceladus. The
timescale for H2O destruction is �500 hours; water mole-
cules traveling at 0.5 km/s can travel 50 REn in only 7 hours.
Therefore the initial conditions are the primary factor in
determining the distribution of exospheric neutrals.
[23] We model the INMS observations as the sum of an

exosphere produced from a distributed source which because
of the lack of constraints, we treat as spatially uniform
ejection from the surface, a plume centered on the south
pole, and a background water torus. The background is
composed of water molecules which have escaped from
Enceladus and spread out in orbit around Saturn to form a
narrow, roughly longitudinally symmetric torus centered on
Enceladus’ orbit [Johnson et al., 2006]. The background
level is a function of the source rate from Enceladus, although
uncertainties in the plasma prevent the density from being
well constrained. We consider the background level to be a
free parameter, although we will present a comparison
between the model fit and the expected background level
on the basis of the determined plume source rate.
[24] The spatially uniform source produces a spherically

symmetric exosphere within the Hill sphere, the region in
which the satellite’s gravity dominates over the central
planet’s gravity. For a satellite such as Enceladus, where
material ejected from the surface freely escapes with no
ionization, dissociation, or significant gravitational pertur-
bation from the satellite, the density drops off with distance
proportional to r�2. Deviations from an observed r�2

density profile are due either to a non-isotropic surface
distribution or a significant slow (i.e., less than escape
velocity) component to the isotropic loss. We assume that
the production mechanism for this component is a process
like sputtering with a velocity distribution given in
equation (2). This choice of velocity distribution does not
affect our results as the INMS data are consistent with any
mechanism which produces water with velocity greater than
escape velocity.
[25] The portion of the in situ INMS water vapor obser-

vations after closest approach (during which the subsurface
point of the spacecraft was moving northward from �22�) is
consistent with isotropic escape from the surface. Figure 2
shows that the outbound (northern) portion of Cassini’s
flyby is well fit by a distributed source with a strength of 8�
1025 H2O/s, if we assume a global source and use a
background torus density �1.6 � 104 cm�3. Both this
global source rate and the background are higher than the
previously estimated surface sputtering rates [Richardson et
al., 1998; Jurac et al., 2001; Jurac and Richardson, 2005];
although, the larger background may be consistent with the
additional source to the water torus from the plume. To find
this result, the data have been fit to the function:

ndata ¼ backgroundþ source

1026

� �
�model fit ð5Þ

where modelfit = 105.5 r�2.3 is the fit to a model of a sputter-
like exosphere within 10 RE of Enceladus with a source of

Table 3. Electron Impact Reaction Rate Coefficientsa

Reaction k(1.5 eV)b k(12.5 eV)b Mass-Loading?c

H2O + e ! OH + H 8.3 � 10�11 2.0 � 10�8 No
H2O + e ! H2O

+ +2e 7.6 � 10�13 1.2 � 10�8 Yes
H2O + e ! OH+ + H +2e 3.9 � 10�15 2.5 � 10�9 Yes
H2O + e ! O+ + H2 + 2e 7.3 � 10�15 1.6 � 10�10 Yes
H2O + e ! H+ + OH + 2e 4.9 � 10�16 1.1 � 10�9 Yes
H2O + e ! mass loading reactions 7.7 � 10�13 1.6 � 10�8

aSource, Itikawa and Mason [2005].
bk(Te) = rate coefficient at electron temperature Te in cm�3 s�1.
cMass-loading reactions are those with an ion as a product.

Figure 2. Comparison between isotropic sputtering model
of Enceladus’ exosphere and the INMS data. The sputtering
source rate is 8 � 1025 H2O/s.
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1026 H2O/s. The deviation of this fit from a true r�2

dependence is due to the influence of Saturn’s gravity
outside the Hill sphere.
[26] This global component to Enceladus’ atmosphere is

consistent with the stellar occultation measurements. The
occultation of l Sco, as well as the egress of g Ori from
behind Enceladus, failed to detect water vapor absorption.
These three observations occurred at latitudes north of
�30�, in regions dominated by the distributed component
of the exosphere. The column density through a line tangent
to the surface of Enceladus is �2 � 1013 cm�2 in our
sputtering model, significantly lower than the UVIS detec-
tion limit of �1015 cm�2. Therefore UVIS could not detect
the putative global component of Enceladus’ atmosphere.
[27] The inbound (t < 0) portion of the INMS data is not

consistent with a global atmospheric source. This portion of
the INMS data can be divided into two sections, for t <�60 s,
where the rise in H2O density is faster than that expected by
the global source and �60 < t < 0 s, which corresponds with
the sharp spike in water density. These features in the density
profile require a local source or sources.
[28] The ingress of g Ori observed by UVIS currently

offers the best view of the water vapor plume. The ingress
point was at �76�, but because Cassini was over Enceladus’
southern hemisphere, the star passed directly over the south
pole, and the observed water column increased consistently
until the star was blocked by the surface. We model the
plume using localized sources with uniform ejection from
regions centered on the south pole and normalize to the
source rate needed to match the observed surface column
density (Figure 3). The source rate decreases from 1.5 �
1028 to 0.6 � 1028 H2O/s as the active area shrinks from the
region south of �60� to �85� because of the increased flux
density for a given source rate as the size of the region
decreases. These results are consistent with the source rate
estimate of 0.5–1.0 � 1028 H2O/s made by Hansen et al.
[2006] on the basis of the observed column density and
assumptions of gas velocity and cross-sectional plume area.

[29] To simultaneously model the UVIS and INMS
results, the plume must be confined to regions southward
of approximately �80�. For larger active regions, the source
rates consistent with the INMS data are two orders of
magnitude lower than that implied by our modeling of the
UVIS observations. This implies that only a small fraction
of the material from the plume was intercepted by Cassini as
it flew past Enceladus. As shown in Figure 3, a plume from
a small region centered on the south pole largely misses the
Cassini trajectory. A wider plume sends material over a
much larger volume near Enceladus. A narrow plume is also
consistent with the fast decrease in density observed by
UVIS as the star traversed the plume. We are not able to
produce an entirely consistent fit to the simultaneous UVIS
and INMS observations because of the small number of
observations, unknown source mechanism, and likely com-
plex nature of the source region or regions. We have
assumed a uniform source over a region of Enceladus’
surface and an angular distribution consistent with subli-
mation of ice. This does not take into account ISS obser-
vations suggesting the dust streams coincide with the tiger
stripes by Porco et al. [2006] or any local surface effects.
For example, a narrow jet, unobserved by UVIS, could
account for the peak in the INMS data. We have, however,
been able to constrain the source rate and size of the active
region through our technique.

3. Computing the Mass Loading Rate

[30] As discussed above, we have used the INMS data
along with the surface value of the UVIS data to show that
there are two components to the plume, a distributed
component and a plume which was sufficiently narrow that
INMS saw only the edge of it. Although we have not fully
described the latter, we can use these models to discuss the
neutral cloud interaction with the local plasma. We deter-
mine the mass loading rate of the magnetosphere by
estimating the ion production rate when the model plumes
interact with the plasma observed by Cassini. We assume
the plasma conditions described in section 2.2. The total

Figure 3. Comparison between plumes formed form different-sized active regions. Left, active region is
south of �60� longitude. Right, active region south of �85�. The blue circle represents Enceladus’ disk.
The red line shows Cassini’s trajectory in cylindrical coordinates ðz versus

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x2 þ y2

p
Þ. The green dot

shows the Enceladus closest approach; the light blue dot marks the point of maximum water density
measured by INMS.
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mass loading rate is the sum of the rates of the individual
ion-neutral (including charge exchange), photo-ionization,
and electron-impact ionization reactions. Mass loading
reactions are those which produce a fresh ion; therefore,
dissociation is not relevant for this discussion. Charge
exchange reactions are included as they produce new ions
at rest relative to Enceladus and result in a change in the
total plasma momentum. They do not increase the total
plasma content, since an ion is lost for each new one
created, but the acceleration of the fresh ion to full corota-
tional velocity is detected by its effect on the plasma flow
and magnetic field. The total mass loading rate, _M , is:

_M ¼
X

_M IN þ
X

_MPhoto þ
X

_MEI ð6Þ

where _M IN, _MPhoto, and _MEI are the individual ion-neutral,
photo-ionization, and electron impact mass loading rates,
respectively.

[31] Ion-neutral reaction rates depend on the densities of
the reactants, the relative velocities, and the velocity depen-
dent cross sections. For reactions in the form A+ + B ! C +
D+ (for charge exchange, A = C and B = D), the total ion-
neutral mass loading rate is:

_M IN ¼
X
j

Z
region

m
j
Dn

j
An

j
Bs

j vrelð ÞvreldV
� 	

ð7Þ

where the sum is taken over each of the reactions listed in
Table 1, and the integral is performed over the region of
interest. Using the assumption that the plasma is uniform
over the region and that the ejection velocity from
Enceladus is small compared with the orbital velocity,
equation (7) can be expressed as:

_M IN ¼ NH2O �
X
j

sjm
j
Dn

j
Avrel ð8Þ

where NH2O
is the total number of water molecules in the

region as determined from the model calculations.
[32] The mass loading rate due to photoionization is

given by:

_Mphoto ¼
X
j

mjkj


 �
� NH2O ð9Þ

where the reactions considered for photoionization of water
are listed in Table 2. The ions produced through photo-
ionization are H2O

+, OH+, O+, and H+. Because the
photoionization rate coefficients are constant across Saturn’s
magnetosphere, the mass loading rate depends only on the
number of neutral water molecules:

_Mphoto ¼ 1:3� 10�34NH2O kg s�1 ð10Þ

[33] Mass loading due to electron impact ionization
depends on both the number of neutrals and the state of
the electrons in the magnetosphere (both the density, ne,
and temperature, Te). Because the thermal plasma is cool
(Te,cold �1 eV), the ionization rate primarily depends on the
hot electron population, despite its low abundance. Table 3
lists the electron impact reactions which contribute to mass
loading. The mass loading rate is:

_MEI ¼
X
j

Z
region

m
j
i ne;coldn

j
nk Te;cold

 �


þ m
j
i ne;hotn

j
nk Te;hot

 ��

dV ð11Þ

where mi
j is the mass of the pickup ion produced by electron

impact of neutrals with density nn
j by reaction j. To first

order, the electrons are uniformly distributed over the region
occupied by the neutrals, so that ne,cold, ne,hot, and k are
constant over the region, and the mass loading rate can be
estimated by

_MEI ¼ 8:9� 10�35NH2Okg s
�1 ð12Þ

[34] Figure 4 shows the total number of water molecules
and the mass loading rates within a sphere centered on

Figure 4. (a) Number of water molecules within a sphere
centered on Enceladus for the plume models shown in
Figure 3, as well as for the global component with a source
rate of 8 � 1025 H2O/s. The geometry of the plume does
not significantly affect the number of molecules; the result
depends only on the source rate from the surface. A nominal
source rate of 1028 H2O/s is shown in black. (b) Mass
loading rates due to charge exchange, electron impact
ionization, and photo-ionization versus radius of a sphere
centered on Enceladus for the mean plume and global
exosphere. The solid lines for charge exchange and total
mass loading rate assume a relative ion-neutral velocity of
26 km/s; broken lines assume 15 km/s.
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Enceladus as a function of distance from Enceladus (or
radius of the sphere). Two cases are shown, the solid lines
assume the plasma density measured by Cassini during the
Enceladus flyby but with full corotational velocity. The
broken lines take into account the velocity perturbation
measured by CAPS which indicates that the plasma is
slowed upstream of Enceladus and flows through the plume
at �15 km/s. As shown below, the plume does not provide
enough material to the upstream regions to account for this
slowing, implying CAPS observed a separate interaction.
Within 50 REn, �2–3 kg/s of fresh ions are produced. An
upper limit on the effect of the distributed source is found
by assuming it is global with a source rate two orders of
magnitude lower than the plume. The contribution to the
total mass loading rate due to this source is negligible.
[35] An approximate source rate of 1028 H2O/s is used to

calculate the mass loading rate. As shown in Figure 3, the
source rate we determined depends on the size of the source
region. However, the total number of water molecules in the
mass loading region depends more strongly on the source
rate than the source size. The uncertainties in the size of the
plume, time variability of the plume, and the relative speed
of the neutrals and ions limit the precision of our result. The
mass loading rate is linearly proportional to the source rate,
and future observations of Enceladus will allow us to

determine the mass loading rate and plume geometry more
accurately.
[36] The injection of fresh pickup ions induces a pertur-

bation in the ion velocities from full magnetospheric coro-
tation. The amount of slowing can be traced to the impulse
experienced by the flow as the pickup ions are accelerated
by the rotational electric field. By integrating along a fluid
element of the flow past Enceladus to the observation site
(i.e., the spacecraft location), one gets the following for the
change in flow velocity:

Dv ¼
Z y0

�1

1

r

� 	
drpu
dt

� 	
dy ð13Þ

where r =
P

mionnion is the ion mass density of the ambient

plasma plus pickup ions, and v
drpu
dt

is the impulse term due to

pickup ions across the length element dy � vdt, such that:

drpu
dt

¼
X
j

m
j
Dn

j
AnH2Ov yð Þs j v yð Þð Þ ð14Þ

The integral is performed along the direction of the
magnetic field rotation from an upstream point where
neutral density is negligible to the spacecraft location.
Charge exchange reactions dominate the impulse term and
ensure that the mass density, r, remains approximately
constant. v(y) = vrel � dv gives the relative speed between
ions, initially corotating and subsequently slowed, and
neutrals in Keplerian orbits around Saturn. As the plasma
slows, the plasma density increases conserve flux tube
content such that n � v � constant. Therefore, for the
calculation, we treat the ambient plasma velocity and
density as constant. Because the cross sections increase as
the velocity decreases, our estimate provides a lower limit
on the magnitude of the slowing.
[37] We have ignored the increase in plasma pressure

because of ion pickup which we estimate to be less than
10%, Alfvén wave generation, and field-aligned currents
which close with Saturn’s ionosphere. The Alfvén wave
propagation time (�10 min) is comparable to the time for
the flow to pass through the Enceladus plume, so Saturn’s
ionospheric current is important as discussed in Pontius and
Hill [2006]. This latter effect means our expression is
equivalent to the pickup current discussed by Goertz
[1980] which then closes via field-aligned currents through
Saturn’s ionosphere. We also relegate the effects of pile
up as the flow slows down, compression of field lines,
and tension in the field as it flows past Enceladus for a
subsequent paper.
[38] Cassini was upstream of Enceladus on its approach,

and therefore did not have optimal geometry to detect ion
depletion from the plume. A strong deflection is predicted,
however, close to Enceladus (Figure 5) where the flow speed
decreases to �10 km/s relative to Enceladus. The magnitude
of the velocity perturbation decreases as the plume size
decreases since less water is spread to the region upstream
of Enceladus. The spacecraft was moving northward during
the encounter, so the southward-directed plume has less
effect on the outbound trajectory. The maximum deflection
associated with the isotropic component is 0.1 km/s.

Figure 5. (a) Predicted perturbation in plasma flow
velocity for different plume models. The solid black line
indicates the corotational velocity relative to Enceladus.
(b) Same as Figure 5a but assumes that the plasma has
been slowed to 15 km/s relative to Enceladus prior to
encountering the plume.
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[39] This prediction is not consistent with the flow
deflection observations by CAPS [Tokar et al., 2006].
CAPS measured the plasma flow velocity from 15 to
10 min before closest approach and from �20 to 30 min
after closest approach; the perturbation was detected
�27 REn from Enceladus. The plume models most consistent
with the neutral water gas measurements do not produce
sufficient water to directly cause the measured perturbation.
We do not predict a velocity perturbation because of the
plasma interaction with the plume until �5 min before
closest approach, at which time CAPS had no data due to
spacecraft pointing constraints. A possible explanation is
that CAPS observed charge exchange associated with the
Enceladus neutral torus discussed by Johnson et al. [2006],
although we have not estimated the effect of a longitudinally
symmetric torus. If the plasma is slowed prior to encoun-
tering the plume, the interaction will further slow the
plasma to 5 km/s (Figure 5b). A more complete discussion
of the CAPS observations will be left for a future work on
the interaction between Enceladus, the water tori, and
Saturn’s magnetosphere.

4. Summary and Conclusions

[40] The discovery of geologic activity at Enceladus has
profound implications for the material in Saturn’s magneto-
sphere. On the basis of the estimates above, which are
consistent with the Enceladus source rates needed to supply
the secondary OH torus [Johnson et al., 2006; Jurac et al.,
2002; Jurac and Richardson, 2005], the small icy moon
emits �300 kg/s of water from its south pole, most of which
is distributed around Saturn either as neutral H2O gas, ice
grains in the E ring, or as plasma trapped in Saturn’s magnetic
field. We have shown that the gas plume observed by the
instruments on Cassini is consistent with a two-component
source from Enceladus, with more than 99% of the material
associated with the south polar plume. The remainingwater is
consistent with a global source of a 2–3 kg/s.
[41] Interaction between the water gas plume and the

magnetospheric plasma produces �3 kg/s of fresh water
group ions which are then picked up by the magnetosphere,
consistent with estimates of the mass loading rate from the
Cassini/MAG experiment. The flow speed would have been
expected to decrease to �10 km/s near the closest approach
to the south pole during the 14 July 2005 flyby. These
results are not consistent with deflection measured by the
CAPS experiment, although the magnitude of the flow
deflection is consistent, CAPS detected plasma slowdown
much farther from Enceladus than we predict. This may
indicate a neutral population farther from Enceladus that is
fed by the plume, although physically separate.

[42] Acknowledgments. Wolfgang Baumjohann thanks the reviewers
for their assistance in evaluating this paper. MHB is supported through the
NASA Postdoctoral Program.
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